When we talk about globalization, we tend to focus on its social and economic consequences. We forget about the largely unacknowledged consequences. The "opening" of different societies to new ideas, products, and forms of governance will result in a world order that is very different from the one we have today.

America in Retreat

SUPERPOWER, international strategist Peter Zeihan examines how the hard rules of geography are eroding the American superpower position. Geography has always mattered, but with the reemergence of China's economic rise and the continued push back from European nationalism, geography will matter more than ever in a de-globalizing world, and America's geography is simply sublime.

After the Nation-State


to draw out common issues and alternative solutions, the book will appeal to a wide readership among academics and policy makers.

The book's editors and contributing authors, including distinguished political scientists, legal scholars, and economists, will examine the development of the nation-state, its rise as a form of organization in the modern world, and its role in the world order. The authors argue that the time has come for a reappraisal of its role.
Dialectics, transforming by me into Dialectical Jurisprudence, which will envelope study and comparison of Legal Order in direction of conflicts prevention. Substantial Scientific Problems of Humankind are at the junction of Philosophy, Anthropology, Sociology and Jurisprudence. Such tendency produces a necessity to introduce a notion 'Rule of Human Rights' in issues of Globalization, Justice, Human Rights, Conflict Resolution, Cooperation of Humanitarian and Natural Sciences.

World Order Second half of XX century and beginning of XXI century is marked by a boom of such transnational problems. Genocide. Today the regimes in Tehran, Damascus, Beijing, and Moscow continue to test America's will. Americans have not awaked yet to the fact that an empire is born from a temptation always leads to tragedy. The mantle of global leadership is a responsibility we must shoulder for the sake of our security and prosperity. In the 1930s, it was the weakness and vacillation of the democracies that led to war and genocide. Today the regimes in Tehran, Damascus, Beijing, and Moscow continue to test America's will. Americans have not awaked yet to the fact that an empire is born from a temptation always leads to tragedy. The mantle of global leadership is a responsibility we must shoulder for the sake of our security and prosperity.